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ACORN is a comprehensive and ef®cient phasing procedure
for the determination of protein structures when atomic
resolution data are available. Reliable phases can be
developed from a fragment composed of a small percentage
(less than 5%) of the scattering matter of the unit cell. For
example, ACORN has been used to solve a structure of 1093
atoms from only one S atom. The map from ACORN typically
reveals the 90% of whole structure. The initial model can be
automatically built using ARP/wARP or QUANTA. ACORN
can also be used to determine substructures of heavy atoms or
anomalously scattering atoms from SAD or MAD data at
Ê . Some test results of
much lower resolutions such as 3.5 A
using ACORN on known structures are presented here.
ACORN has solved four new protein structures by users in the
UK and France, and some results kindly provided by them are
described in this paper.
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All proteins are built up from linear polymers of amino acids
and have some common features in their con®gurations. For
example, -helices and -sheets appear in many protein
structures and can be taken as starting fragments for structure
solution. The con®gurations of -helices in protein structures
are all close to a standard -helix such as that found in the
fragment library in CCP4 (Cowtan, 2001). The -sheet is more
¯exible and no single standard exists, but a few commonly
occurring -sheets can be used (Old®eld, 2001). Since the
required size of fragment is very small and the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) is steadily becoming larger, it is normally possible
to ®nd a small matching motif from the structures in the PDB
by sequence-searching approaches. S atoms commonly occur
in proteins and Dauter et al. (1999, 2000) have shown that it is
possible to determine the positions of S atoms from anomalous differences using direct-methods programs such as
RANTAN (Yao, 1981), SHELX (Sheldrick & Gould, 1995) or
SnB (Weeks et al., 1994). Atoms heavier than sulfur can also
be found in proteins such as metalloproteins or SeMet
proteins, in which S atoms are replaced by Se atoms. It will be
shown that using a single random-atom search it is possible to
locate one of the heavy atoms from which the native data can
be phased. Another common approach is to determine a
substructure, e.g. one containing S or Se atoms, with anomalous scattering data. ACORN (Foadi et al., 2000) can use all
such information to start the phasing process. In order to be
used for whole protein structures ACORN needs data at
Ê , but for the determinaatomic resolution, higher than 1.3 A
Ê.
tion of substructures the resolution can be as low as 3.5 A
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Mean phase errors given in this paper are for the `strong'
re¯ections only (see below) and the CPU times are on a
Silicon Graphics O2. All re¯ection data input to ACORN are
in CCP4 MTZ format and fragment data are in standard PDB
format. The outputs of ACORN are phased re¯ection data in
CCP4 MTZ format.

2. The general structure of ACORN
The re¯ections are divided into three groups (strong, medium
and weak) according their normalized structure-factor (E)
values. The strong re¯ections (E > 1.2) are used in the phase
re®nement by the dynamic density modi®cation (DDM) and
Patterson superposition (SUPP) procedures and both strong

and weak re¯ections (E < 0.1) are used in Sayre-equation
re®nement (SER). The medium re¯ections (0.1 < E < 1.2) are
used to calculate a correlation coef®cient (CC) for each
potential solution of DDM. These groups are default settings
and can be changed by the user.
An important component of ACORN is a CC that describes
the extent to which the magnitudes of the calculated
normalized structure factors (Ec) resemble the observed
normalized structure-factor amplitudes (Eo). A fragment in a
particular position and orientation in the unit cell will have an
associated set of structure factors and the CC will be expressed
by
CC 

hjEc Eo ji ÿ hjEc jihjEo ji
;
 Ec  Eo 

where
  hjE2 ji ÿ hjEji2 1=2 :

Figure 1

CC and mean phase error for penicillopepsin (PDB code 1bxo) against
the cycle number of DDM.

Ec and CC values are calculated from the starting fragment for
all re¯ections to ®nd the correct orientation and position in
molecular replacement (MR) or random MR or for single
random-atom searching. In phase re®nement Ec and CC
values are calculated from the modi®ed map for medium
re¯ections, which are not used for computing the map, to
indicate solutions of DDM. Fig. 1 shows the CC for the
medium re¯ections is strongly correlated to the mean phase
error and does indicate a correct solution clearly.
The ACORN procedure, as implemented in CCP4, is
divided into two parts, ACORN-MR and ACORN-PHASE, as
illustrated in the ¯ow diagram in Fig. 2 and described below.
The ®rst part, ACORN-MR, deals with ®nding the position of
a fragment of the structure, even a single atom, that provides
an initial set of estimated phases. This set is passed into
ACORN-PHASE, where phase re®nement by a number of
real-space processes is performed.

3. ACORN-MR
3.1. Single random-atom searching

Figure 2

Flow diagram for ACORN in CCP4.
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In order to locate a single atom, this
approach randomly generates thousands of positions in the asymmetric
unit. Ec values and corresponding CCs
are calculated for all re¯ections for
each random position. The program
saves the 1000 sets with highest CC as
starting points. ACORN-PHASE will
re®ne them in order until the solution is
found. Normally, the solution is found
in the top 100 sets. This approach can
be used to determine a native protein
structure from atomic resolution data if
the structure contains at least one
heavy atom (sulfur or heavier).
Provided the heavy atom accounts for
at least 5% of the total scattering power
Acta Cryst. (2002). D58, 1941±1947
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of the structure, then it will usually provide good enough
initial phases for ACORN-PHASE to successfully re®ne the
single-atom fragment phases. However, experience has shown
that a solution may sometimes be found even if the scattering
power of the single atom (or fragment) is as low as 1%. The
ACORN approach can also used to determine substructures
with anomalous scattering data or isomorphous replacement
data at much lower resolutions. The smaller number of atoms
in the substructure means that one random atom has
proportionately more scattering power in a substructure than
in a protein structure but, since the quality of anomalous
scattering data is worse than that of native protein data, the
CC will be smaller for the correct position.

3.2. Molecular replacement (MR) and random MR searching

For a many-atom fragment it is necessary to ®nd both the
position of a representative point and the orientation.
ACORN splits the required six-dimensional search into two
consecutive three-dimensional searches for reasons of speed
(Rossmann & Blow, 1962). Therefore, MR (or random MR)
®rst explores rotational space and then, for the highest values
of CC from rotation alone, ®nds positions for different
translations. MR is a step-by-step search process on a grid
based on the rotation angles and random MR just searches a
predetermined number of rotation angles generated
randomly. To save CPU time, the process is divided into two
parts. In the ®rst part, the CC is calculated for only 10% of
re¯ections for each rotation angle or each translation shift and

Figure 3

Histogram of an initial map calculated from a fragment.

Figure 5

Histogram of a map modi®ed by one cycle of DDM.

Figure 4

Density-modi®cation curve in DDM.
Acta Cryst. (2002). D58, 1941±1947

Figure 6

Combination of DDM with SER to re-solve the structure of catalase.
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the top 1000 sets with highest CCs are saved. The CC is then
recalculated for all re¯ections and the top 1000 sets are ranked
on the basis of the new CC. Normally, the correct orientation
and position is at the top of the list.

4. ACORN-PHASE
4.1. Dynamic density modification (DDM)

DDM is the main phase-re®nement approach in ACORNPHASE and can develop an initial phase set with a mean
phase error approaching 80 to a ®nal mean phase error
around 15 . Each cycle of DDM starts from a set of phases
with weights and calculates a weighted E map with the strong
E values. The map is modi®ed and back-transformed by FFT
to obtain a new set of structure factors. At the end of one cycle
a new set of phases with weights is calculated for the next cycle
and the CC is calculated for medium re¯ections to check if a
solution has been found.
The initial map from the starting fragment contains a lot of
noise. Fig. 3 shows a histogram of an initial map from a fragment for a known structure.
Since the test is on a known structure, one can divide the
map into three parts: red densities are outside the protein
region (or envelope), green densities are inside the fragment
region and blue densities are in the protein region but outside
the fragment region. The last category of densities is the one
we want to develop and will grow through the cycles of DDM
as the phases are evolving towards the true solution. The
protein region contains densities higher than the `solvent'
region densities and densities over 2() are the densities we
want to enhance. The fragment region densities are what we
put in and we do not want this part of the density to dominate
the density-modi®cation process, so the highest fragmentregion densities are truncated to be comparable to proteinregion densities. Therefore, DDM is designed to modify the
densities in three steps:
8 0
if <0
<  0
0   tanhf0:2= 3=2 g if >0
: 0
if 0 >kn ;
  kn 
(i) It sets all negative densities to zero.
(ii) It modi®es the positive densities according the ratio
/().
(iii) It truncates the modi®ed densities to a value of kn(),
where k is a constant given by the user (default value is 3); n is
the cycle number of DDM, but after ®ve cycles n always
equals 5.
These properties can be seen clearly from the DDM curve in
Fig. 4. It will depress the densities around and less than 1(),
which are mostly noise, and truncate high densities to 3() in
®rst cycle to relatively enhance the protein region densities in
the range 2±3(). In the second cycle it will truncate at 6()
and after ®ve cycles it will always truncate at 15() (default).
The user can change this level by giving a different value of k.
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Fig. 5 shows the histogram of the modi®ed map after one
cycle of DDM applied to the map corresponding to Fig. 3. The
protein region (blue) densities are greatly increased and
although the fragment region (green) densities are still there,
they are much lower than in the initial map. The solvent region
(red) densities have not changed very much. As the protein
region densities become larger, the map will ®nally reveal the
structure.
Since DDM modi®es a map solely according the ratio
/(), DDM can be used to modify not only an E map or an F
map, but also a Patterson map or a sharpened Patterson map,
for example in the Patterson superposition method in
ACORN-PHASE (see below).
4.2. Real-space Sayre equation refinement (SER)

It has been found that a couple of cycles of Sayre equation
re®nement, SER, can help DDM to reach a global rather than
local minimum (Foadi et al., 2000). When the CC for the
medium-strength re¯ections no longer increases, or the phases
change little on use of DDM, then one or two cycles of SER
can be employed. In fact, the application of SER sometimes
makes the CC lower, but thereafter DDM can lead to a higher
CC than previously. SER is a real-space procedure carried out
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse FFT. No
phase relationships are involved, so there is no practical limit
to the number of re¯ections that can be included. Fig. 6 shows
how the combination of DDM with SER re-solved the known
structure of catalase starting from nine S-atom positions. SER
was used for two cycles at cycle 25 when the CC was not
increasing and was used again for two cycles at cycle 77 when
the average phase change was less than 0.5 . Thereafter, the
CC after each cycle of DDM always increased until it reached
0.49 and the mean phase error was 13 .
4.3. Patterson superposition method (SUPP)

A sum function is used for Patterson superposition on each
atom in the fragment. The summation of each origin-shift
Patterson map can be carried out in reciprocal space by the
summation of contributions from each atom in the fragment.
Therefore, a weighted semi-sharpened Patterson superposition map is calculated using Fourier coef®cients |Eo||Fo||Ec|
with phases from the fragment. The map shows high peaks
corresponding to the fragment and some additional low
densities that give a small but valuable phase improvement.
The map is then modi®ed by one cycle of DDM. The application of SUPP can improve the initial phases from the
starting fragment by 1 or 2 when the fragment contains more
than ten atoms.

5. Testing ACORN on known structures
A number of known structures have been tested using
ACORN (Foadi et al., 2000) and some details are given here
for three examples. All three sets of data extend to resolutions
Ê , but in the tests described here have been
better than 1.0 A
Ê resolution.
restricted to 1.0 A
Acta Cryst. (2002). D58, 1941±1947
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5.1. Lysozyme

This P1 crystal form of lysozyme (PDB code 3lzt) contains
1230 non-H atoms (Walsh et al., 1998) and could be solved by
ACORN from three kinds of starting fragments. There are ten
S atoms in this structure, but only two of them were needed as
a starting fragment, giving an initial mean phase error of 75 .
A total of 19 min was required for ACORN-MR and ACORNPHASE to solve this structure, giving a ®nal mean phase error
of 15 . A single random-atom search could also solve this
structure together with another atom at the origin (because
the space group P1 needs at least two atoms to ®x the origin).
In this case, the mean phase error went from 79 to 19 after
6.4 h CPU time. The extra CPU time is compensated by not
needing to collect the anomalous scattering data and locate
the positions of S atoms. Since lysozyme contains -helices, a
standard -helix from the CCP4 fragment library could also be
used as a starting fragment. Ten alanine residues (50 atoms)
were taken from the library and random MR was used to ®nd
the correct orientation, no translation function being needed
for space group P1. The mean phase error went from 76 to 15
using 15.3 h of CPU time. A second lysozyme study with 1093
non-H atoms and space group P43212 (PDB code 1bwi) was
solved by a single random-atom search approach with a 15
mean phase error after 14.5 h CPU time.

resolution and solved this structure using DDM and SER
starting from nine S atoms or using DDM alone starting from
the iron-containing haem group (43 atoms in total). The ®nal
mean phase error was 13 for both starting fragments.

6. New structures solved by ACORN
6.1. Metalloproteinase deuterolysin (PDB code 1eb6)

The data of metalloproteinase deuterolysin (McAuley et al.,
Ê resolution with synchrotron
2001) were collected to 1.0 A
radiation. The structure contains 177 residues and one Zn
atom in the asymmetric unit with space group P21. The position of the Zn atom was determined either from an anomalous
difference Patterson or from a sharpened normal Patterson
with native data. Starting from the zinc position, DDM solved
the structure using 168.9 s CPU time. The single random-atom

5.2. Penicillopepsin (PDB code 1bxo)

Penicillopepsin (Ding et al., 1998) contains 2977 non-H
atoms in the asymmetric unit with space group C2. This
example illustrates the solution of a structure using ACORN
where the only available information was a sequence.
Sequence alignment against structures in the PDB was
performed and 57 residues (398 atoms) were taken from a
related structure with PDB code 1er8 (Pearl & Blundell,
1984). The ®rst test assumed space group P1, reduced from C2,
so that no translation function was needed. The correct
orientation was found by ACORN-MR and provided an initial
76 mean phase error. ACORN-PHASE re®ned the initial
phases to a mean phase error of 15 . The ACORN map was in
P1 and the origin needed to be shifted to return to C2. The
second test used the proper space group C2 and ACORN-MR
found the correct orientation and position that resulted in a
better initial mean phase error of 71 and a ®nal mean phase
error of 14 . Fig. 7 shows an E map from ACORN that was in
very good agreement with the ®nal model. QUANTA built the
structure automatically from this map taking less than 20 s
(Old®eld, 2002).

Figure 7

E map calculated from ACORN phases and weights for penicillopepsin.

5.3. Catalase

This is the largest structure (Murshudov et al., 1992) that has
been tested on ACORN. There are 4762 non-H atoms (502
residues plus a haem group) in the asymmetric unit with space
group P42212. The iron and sulfur positions are easily determined by direct methods or Patterson searches using anomalous scattering data. The data provided by Murshudov
Ê with
(unpublished results) reaches a resolution of 0.88 A
Ê
excellent quality. ACORN used only data extending to 1.0 A
Acta Cryst. (2002). D58, 1941±1947

Figure 8

E map calculated from ACORN phases and weights for metalloproteinase deuterolysin.
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search procedure in ACORN also solved this structure using
494.1 s of CPU time using only native protein data. The
searching region is restricted to the plane y = 0 because the
origin can be anywhere along the y axis for this space group.
The structure contained -helices and could also be solved by
ACORN starting from ten residues of a standard -helix with
random MR giving the correct orientation and position. DDM
provided the same quality phases as for the other starting
points. The model was built up automatically using ARP/
wARP (Perrakis et al., 1999). Fig. 8 is an E map overlaid on the
re®ned model. Most atoms appear in the map very clearly. The
whole process, starting from the processed and merged data
and ending with a re®ned model, required less than 6 h
computation time.
6.2. C1 subunit of a-crustacyanin (PDB code 1i4u)

This structure (Gordon et al., 2001) contained 362 residues
(3382 non-H atoms) in the asymmetric unit with space group
Ê resolution
P212121. The native data were collected to 1.15 A
Ê . The substructure of
and anomalous scattering data to 1.77 A
12 S atoms was determined using SnB (Weeks & Miller, 1999)
with anomalous scattering data. SnB and other methods were
tried to solve this structure from the positions of S atoms, but
could not obtain a density map that was good enough to be
interpretable. The same positions of S atoms were taken as a
starting fragment into ACORN and the initial phases were
re®ned using DDM. A density map of excellent quality was
provided immediately. The major part of the atomic model for
the protein was built automatically using wARP.
6.3. A protein structure solved by Esnouf (2001)

The determination of this structure followed a similar
pattern to that in x6.2. The structure contained 164 residues
(1318 non-H atoms) in the asymmetric unit with space group
Ê resolution. SnB was
P212121. The data were collected at 0.9 A
used and located 16 S atoms, but could not give any further
progress. ACORN started from these S positions and solved
the structure by DDM using about 2 min CPU time.
6.4. A SeMet protein structure solved by Davies (2001)

This was an SeMet protein structure of 125 residues with
Ê resolution. A single Se
space group P212121 with data at 1.0 A
atom was located using the Patterson method and DDM in
ACORN solved the structure in a few minutes.

7. Determining substructures
Substructures can be solved using either direct or Patterson
methods. It is dif®cult to locate S atoms from anomalous
scattering data because the anomalous signal from S atoms is
very weak. Therefore, the collection of good-quality anomalous scattering data is the most critical part of the process. If
MAD data are available then better estimates of contributions
from anomalous scattering atoms can be obtained using
REVISE in CCP4. Alternatively, single random-atom
searching in ACORN can quickly locate the heavy atoms from
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anomalous scattering data (SAD or MAD) or isomorphous
replacement data (SIR or MIR). A test was carried out on a
known structure (Muchmore et al., 1998) with MAD data from
21 Se atoms. The re¯ections used in ACORN were only those
Ê resolution range. REVISE was ®rst applied
in the 10.0±3.5 A
to obtain improved estimates of anomalous contributions, Fm,
from Se atoms. The E values were calculated from Fm using
ECALC in CCP4 and input to ACORN. Single random-atom
searching gave a good starting position and DDM provided a
solution using only 1 h of CPU time. The E map showed 18 Se
atoms at the top of the peak list; the other three Se atoms were
in lower positions because they were disordered.
Dodson (2002) has performed more tests using ACORN
successfully to determine substructures from ten P to 166 Se
atoms with SAD or MAD data.

8. Discussion
The results of applying ACORN to solve known and unknown
structures have proved that ACORN is a ¯exible and ef®cient
procedure to tackle the phase problem in the determination of
protein structures with atomic resolution data and substructures with SAD, MAD, SIR or MIR data at much lower
resolutions. DDM is a fast and powerful density-modi®cation
approach and it can naturally be extended to work at lower
Ê ) with more sophisticated algoresolutions (from 1.5 to 2.0 A
rithms. ACORN-MR is based on medium-strength re¯ection
correlation-coef®cient searching based on E values, a process
that is slow compared with AMoRe (Navaza, 2001).
Improvements are required to speed up this process in
ACORN-MR.
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